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Optimal switching problem (OSP) has attracted a lot of interest in the recent years (see among others \[[@CR1], [@CR2], [@CR5]--[@CR7], [@CR11], [@CR12]\]), since it can be related to many practical applications, for example the problem of valuation investment opportunities. OSP consists in finding an optimal management strategy for a production company that can run in m, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\tau _n$$\end{document}$, in order to maximize the profit of the company, the manager decides to switch the production from the current mode $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$J(\delta )$$\end{document}$. The OSP amounts to finding an optimal management strategy $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$J(\delta ^*)=\displaystyle \sup _{\delta }J(\delta )$$\end{document}$. The OSP is connected with multidimensional RBSDEs with oblique reflections and interconnected barriers.

One dimensional BSDEs with normal reflections were first introduced by \[[@CR10]\]. The multidimensional case was studied by Gegout-Petit and Pardoux \[[@CR9]\], and then further investigated in many other works see e.g. \[[@CR8], [@CR13]\]. Multidimensional BSDEs with oblique reflections occurring in the context of OSPs were first introduced by \[[@CR12]\]. They consider RBSDEs with generator taking the form $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\min \limits _{j\in \varLambda ^{-i}}\left( y_{\cdot }^{j}+g_{i,j}\right) $$\end{document}$ where $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\varLambda ^{-i}=\varLambda -\{i\}$$\end{document}$. Later, Hamadène and Zhang \[[@CR11]\] generalized the preceding work by considering general generators and barriers of the following types $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\max \limits _{j\in \varLambda ^{-i}}h_{i,j}(.,y^j_.)$$\end{document}$. Xu \[[@CR17]\] dealt with the same kind of RBSDEs but when the generator, which is discontinuous w.r.t. $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\max \limits _{j\in \varLambda ^{-i}}\left( y_{\cdot }^{j}-g_{i,j}\right) \vee S^i_{\cdot }$$\end{document}$. Then, Aazizi et al. \[[@CR1]\] extended the results of \[[@CR17]\] to the case of generators and barriers of the form $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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In this paper, we are interested by Balance sheet OSP (BSOSP) which is a combination between the classical OSP described above and optimal stopping involving the balance sheet. BSOSP incorporates both the action of switching between modes and the action of abandoning a project once it becomes unprofitable. There are only few papers dealing with BSOSPs. Djehiche and Hamdi \[[@CR4]\] considered the 2-modes case, i.e. $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$Y_{.}^{+,i}+B_{i}(.)$$\end{document}$ (see Eddahbi et al.  \[[@CR6]\] for the mean--field case).

Now, let us describe precisely the problem studied in this paper by introducing some notations. Let $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$(\varOmega , \mathcal {F},\mathbb {P})$$\end{document}$ is a fixed probability space endowed with a *d*--dimensional Brownian motion $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Next, to illustrate the BSOSP studied in this paper, let us deal with a concrete example. Consider a company that has *m* modes of production (if $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$m=3$$\end{document}$, minimal, average and maximal production modes). The manager of the company has two options. A switch option, i.e. in order to maximize its global profit, she switches the production between the modes depending on their random performances but this switching incorporates a cost called switching cost. The manager has also an abandon option i.e. stop the production once it becomes unprofitable.
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                \begin{document}$$C^{i}$$\end{document}$ is the cost incurred when exiting/terminating the production while in mode *i*. Since we consider both sides of the balance sheet, the manager has to switch at time *t* to another mode $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$S^i(t)$$\end{document}$ is a cost of default (i.e. in this case the project is no longer profitable and thus leads to the abandon of this latter even before its maturity), and $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$B^{i}$$\end{document}$ is the benefit incurred when exiting/terminating the production while in mode *i*. It is well known that the BSOSP can be formulated using the following system of Snell envelopes$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Let us make precise the notion of a solution of the system of RBSDEs (S).

Definition 1 {#FPar1}
------------
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The main contribution of our paper is to establish the existence of a continuous minimal adapted solution to system of RBSDEs (S). To this end we use a Picard iteration method (see El Karoui et al. \[[@CR10]\] for more details). Uniqueness of the solution does not hold, since it is not verified even for the two-modes case and for a less general form of RBSDE (S) (see the counter-example in \[[@CR4], subsection 3.1\]).

Clearly, our results generalize the related works in the literature, since our RBSDE (S) is more general in many features. Actually, the expected profits and cost yields $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section [2](#Sec2){ref-type="sec"} is devoted to the assumptions. In Sect. [3](#Sec3){ref-type="sec"}, we state and prove the main result of the paper.

Assumptions {#Sec2}
===========

Let us introduce the following assumptions:
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Main Result {#Sec3}
===========

Next we state and prove the main result of this paper.

Theorem 1 {#FPar2}
---------
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Proof {#FPar3}
-----

The whole proof is performed in six steps.

**Step 1: Construction of Picard's sequence of solutions**
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Conclusion and Perspectives {#Sec4}
===========================

In this paper we have proved the existence of a continuous minimal solution to RBSDE (S) which is arising from BSOSPs. Let us comment on a possible generalization of the results obtained in this paper. Actually, the full balance sheet case is still an open problem and constitutes a challenge. By the full balance sheet case we mean that we consider the two sides of the balance sheet. Indeed, in this case the expected cost in mode *i*, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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A full BSOSP amounts to establishing existence of a continuous solution to the system of RBSDEs (S), but with the upper barrier ([34](#Equ27){ref-type=""}) for $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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